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Abstract

Mutation testing is a fault-based technique for unit level software testing. Weak mutation
was proposed as a way to reduce the expense of mutation testing. Unfortunately, weak mutation
is also expected to provide a weaker test of the software than mutation testing does. This paper
presents results from an implementation of weak mutation, which we used to evaluate the
e�ectiveness versus the e�ciency of weak mutation. Additionally, we examined several options
in an attempt to �nd the most appropriate way to implement weak mutation. Our results
indicate that weak mutation can be applied in a manner that is almost as e�ective as mutation
testing, and with signi�cant computational savings.

Index Terms: fault-based testing, �rm mutation, mutation testing, software testing, weak mutation
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mutation testing [6] is a powerful technique for unit level software testing that, as usually imple-

mented [4], is computationally expensive. Weak mutation testing was proposed by Howden [13] as

a re�nement and extension of his earlier work on algebraic testing [12] and Foster's work [8]. He

suggested a modi�cation to mutation testing that is computationally more e�cient, but provides a

less stringent test. The e�ectiveness of testing with weak mutation as compared to strong mutation

has been open to question, and we present experimental work to try to answer this question. Our

weak mutation system is based on the Mothra mutation system [4, 7], described in section 2. We

describe our implementation by presenting the major di�erences between Mothra and our system,

the details of which are found in Lee's thesis [18].

Since mutation is primarily a unit testing technique, we performed this experiment on program

units (subroutines and functions). We feel that unit testing is the most productive phase to �nd

faults in software and where the bulk of our automated e�orts should be focused. Testing large,

monolithic software systems is less e�ective and may be impractical for detailed, white-box, tech-

niques. Additionally, even if the questions we pose for weak mutation are applicable to integration

testing, it is important that they �rst be answered for unit testing.

In this introduction, we summarize strong mutation testing, describe weak mutation testing,

and then review some related work.

1.1 Strong Mutation Testing

Mutation testing is a fault-based technique for unit testing of software that has been widely studied

in recent years [4, 6, 10, 15, 25]. Fault-based testing strategies are based on the notion of testing for

speci�c kinds of faults. Mutation testing describes faults as simple syntactic changes to a program,

called mutations. These mutations are used to create mutant versions of a test program, and test

data are created to cause the mutants to fail. When a mutant fails, it is considered to be killed

by the test case. The quality of a set of test cases is measured by the percentage of mutants killed

by the test data. Some mutants are functionally equivalent to the original program and cannot be

killed. A mutation score is the percentage of non-equivalent mutants that a test set has killed. A

test set is mutation-adequate if its mutation score is 100%.

Although the number of possible faults for a given program can be large, mutation testing

uses two principles to restrict the classes of mutations that are created: the competent program-

mer hypothesis [2] and the coupling e�ect [6]. The competent programmer hypothesis states that

competent programmers tend to write programs that are \close" to being correct. Although a

program written by a competent programmer may be incorrect, it will only di�er from a correct

version by relatively few faults. The coupling e�ect states that a test data set that distinguishes
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all programs with simple faults is sensitive enough so that it will also distinguish programs with

more complex faults [6]. Neither the competent programmer hypothesis nor the coupling e�ect are

always true, but are heuristic guidelines used by mutation testing. The coupling e�ect has been

supported analytically by Morell [22] and experimentally by O�utt [25].

Although the competent programmer hypothesis and coupling e�ect restrict the number of

mutants generated by mutation systems, the number is still large. Acree [1] derives a formula giving

the number of mutations for a program that is bounded by N2, where N is the number of variable

references in the program. Mothra, for example, creates 951 mutants for the commonly studied 30

line triangle classi�cation program TRITYP. Although current mutation systems automate most

of the mutation process [4], executing this many mutants for such a small program is a signi�cant

computational expense. Howden [13] suggested weak mutation as a way to reduce this computation.

1.2 Weak Mutation Testing

In Howden's terminology, P is a program, C is a simple component of P , C0 is a mutated version

of C, and P 0 is the mutated version of P containing C0. Weak mutation testing requires that a

test case t causes C0 to compute a di�erent (incorrect) value than C does on at least one execution

of C0. Even though C0 may produce a di�erent outcome, P 0 may still produce the same results as

P . Since strong mutation requires programs P and P 0 to produce di�erent output, weak mutation

requires a less stringent, or weaker, test set than strong mutation.

Howden's original paper does not provide a precise de�nition of program component, but de-

scribes components as \normally corresponding to elementary computational structures in a pro-

gram". He gives �ve types:

1. variable reference,

2. variable assignment,

3. arithmetic expression,

4. relational expression, and

5. boolean expression.

Although the idea is further re�ned in Howden's book on functional testing [14], components have

not previously been de�ned precisely enough for an implementation such as ours. It seems that

just as the de�nition of strong mutation depends on the speci�c mutation operators implemented,

which in turn depend on the language being tested, the de�nition of weak mutation depends on

the de�nition of program component, which also depends somewhat on the language.

The advantage of weak over strong mutation is clear; weak mutation requires signi�cantly less

program execution. Its disadvantage is equally clear; weak mutation adequate test sets are less
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e�ective than strong mutation adequate test sets (hence the term \weak"). There is little empirical

evidence about how much less e�ective weak mutation is than strong mutation, or how much

execution time is saved. Our goal in this research was to compare weak and strong mutation by

directly measuring the relative strengths of the same sets of test data under both strong and weak

mutation. We refer to the weak mutation score as WMS and the strong mutation as SMS.

Our weak mutation system is called Leonardo (Looking at Expected Output Not After Return

but During Operation). Leonardo was built by modifying Mothra to compare the program states

after mutated program components rather than the �nal output; in other respects Leonardo func-

tions exactly like Mothra. We �rst discuss some of the work that has been done in the weak

mutation area since Howden's initial paper, then give some of the technical details of Leonardo,

including several choices for the de�nition of a component. Next we discuss experimental results

from Leonardo and present conclusions concerning the value of weak mutation.

1.3 Previous Work in Weak Mutation

Although weak mutation has been mentioned by several researchers [9, 10, 11, 19, 31], there has

been little e�ort to evaluate its e�ectiveness. Hamlet [10] presented an early testing system that

was embedded in a compiler and performed a version of instrumented weak mutation. Although

the method di�ered signi�cantly from later mutation systems, Hamlet's system seems to be the

�rst mutation-like testing system.

Girgis and Woodward [9] implemented a system for Fortran-77 programs that integrates weak

mutation and data ow analysis. Their system instruments a source program to collect program

execution histories. These execution histories are then evaluated to measure the completeness of

test data with respect to weak mutation and several data ow path selection criteria. Their weak

mutation system is analytical in nature, rather than execution-based, as Mothra is. Analytical

mutation systems do not actually execute mutants, but try to analytically decide whether to kill

each mutant. The system examines the execution history, and if the test case would have caused

a mutant to produce an internal program state that di�ered from the original program's internal

state, the mutant is killed. Although this analytical approach is computationally less expensive

than an execution-based approach, and was what Howden originally intended, it su�ers from two

problems. First, whether a mutant can be killed can only be obtained for a few kinds of mutants.

Second, since no separate executions are being done for the mutants, the components must have a

very localized extent, precluding several of the components that we have implemented (including

the one that we found to be the most e�ective).

Girgis and Woodward's system also only considers four of Howden's �ve elementary program

components (variable assignment, variable reference, arithmetic and relational expression), and

only applies three types of mutations (wrong-variable, o�-by-a-constant, and wrong-relational-

operator). These transformations seem to correspond to Mothra's scalar variable replacement
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(svr), unary operator insertion (uoi), and relational operator replacement (ror) operators. Mothra

includes 19 other mutant operators, which are listed elsewhere [4], and fully described by King and

O�utt [15]. Since Leonardo is based on Mothra, it uses all 22 mutant operators. These additional

operators allow for considerably more fault detection power than systems that use a small subset of

them. Additionally, Leonardo uses several di�erent de�nitions of \component", including several

that extend beyond the mutated statement and thus cannot be implemented analytically. These

components are described in section 2.1.

Woodward and Halewood [31] introduced the idea of �rm mutation by pointing out that weak

and strong mutation represent extreme ends of what is actually a spectrum of mutation approaches.

In mutation testing, we kill mutants by comparing the state of the mutant program with the state

of the original program on the same test case. Weak and strong mutation di�er principally in

when they compare the states; strong mutation compares the �nal outputs of the programs and

weak mutation compares the intermediate states after execution of the component. Woodward and

Halewood point out that we can compare the states of the two programs at any point between the

�rst execution of the mutated statement and the end of the program, yielding what they called �rm

mutation. Their paper states that a �rm system was currently under development, so no results

were available.

Firm mutation is similar to Morell's concept of \extent" in fault-based testing [22, 23]. A local

extent technique demonstrates that a fault has a local e�ect on the computation, and a global

extent demonstrates that a fault will cause a program failure. Weak mutation is a local extent

technique and strong mutation is a global extent technique. Morell also points out that we could

require that the fault a�ect the program's execution at any point between the local and global

extents, depending on how far we require the incorrect program state to propagate. Richardson

and Thompson [29] have used a path analysis approach to extend these ideas to require that a

fault transfer from its origination point (corresponding to the location of the mutation) to some

point later in the program's execution. We have implemented weak mutation using several di�erent

components, which means Leonardo can be considered a �rm mutation system.

Marick has also implemented a weak mutation system [19, 20] and reported results from using

test data generated for weak and strong mutation to �nd faults that were injected into programs.

The early results [19] predated his implementation, GCT [20], and his procedure involved consid-

erable hand analysis (to inject faults, analyze the faults, etc). His results support the hypothesis

that weak mutation has nearly the same e�ectiveness as strong mutation.

An analytical study of weak mutation by Horgan and Mathur [11] has shown that under certain

conditions, test sets generated to satisfy weak mutation can also be expected to also satisfy strong

mutation. For their proof, they assumed that programs are unary functions over Z modulo n

(this assumption is made for convenience, but is not necessary to the proof), and assumed that a

state of a program p 2 P is encoded as a single integer. Their probabilistic analysis showed that

weakly adequate test sets are also strongly adequate with very high probability. Constraint-based
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testing [7, 24] provides indirect support for weak mutation. Test cases that are generated to cause

a mutant to have an incorrect intermediate state (essentially satisfying weak mutation) kill their

target mutants a large percentage of the time.

2 A WEAK MUTATION SYSTEM

Mothra is an execution-based mutation testing system to test unit-level software. Mothra parses

source programs into a symbol table and an intermediate post�x language consisting of instructions

in Mothra Intermediate Code (MIC). For each mutant of a program, Mothra creates a mutant de-

scriptor record (MDR) that describes the changes to the MIC instructions necessary to produce

that mutant. Mothra uses 22 mutation operators, representing more than 10 years of re�nement

through several mutation systems. These operators explicitly require the test data to meet state-

ment and branch coverage, extremal values, and domain perturbation criteria. In addition, the

operators directly model many types of faults. Test cases may be created interactively, through a

query process or through a spreadsheet tool, or may be generated automatically by Godzilla [7].

Mothra executes the original program and each mutant by interpreting the MIC instructions. For

each test case, the output of the original program is saved and compared against the output of each

mutant to determine if the test case killed the mutant.

Leonardo was built by modifying Mothra's interpreter so that it compares original and mutant

program states at intermediate points in the program execution, rather than after program termi-

nation. By basing this weak mutation system on Mothra, we are able to incorporate all 22 mutation

operators that Mothra uses, as well as use the other Mothra tools (i.e., for test data generation and

creating mutants).

One other point bears mentioning about our weak mutation system. Howden's paper suggests

that it is unnecessary to re-execute the program for each mutant, but that all the mutations

of a component could be tested with a single test. This could be done in an execution-based

system by executing the program to the beginning of the component, saving the state of the

program, and separately executing each mutated version of the component. An analytical system

can execute the program to the beginning of the component, and decide if each mutant would

cause an incorrect state. The execution-based approach was described by King and O�utt [15] as

split-stream execution but has not been implemented. Both schemes avoid re-executing the test

program up to the mutated component by saving the state of the program before the component.

Since this can also be implemented in a strong mutation system, the idea of saving states before

mutations can be considered as separate from weak mutation, so Leonardo does not use this.
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2.1 De�nition of A Component

Our view of a component corresponds to that of Woodward and Halewood's [31]; we de�ne a

component as the location where the states of the original and mutant program are compared. In

our experiments, we varied the component de�nition to determine not only whether weak mutation

is viable but also to �nd the best comparison point. We chose four points for comparison, and used

these to de�ne four variants of weak mutation. A �fth variant is STRONG mutation, the standard

approach of executing the programs to completion and comparing �nal output.

EX-WEAK/1 (EXpression-WEAK/1) mutation compares the states after the �rst execution of the

innermost expression that surrounds the mutant. We chose the innermost expression because the

outermost expression would be equivalent to our next variant, ST-WEAK/1. As de�ned, EX-WEAK/1

is equivalent to Girgis and Woodward's comparison point. For some mutation operators, this

de�nition had to be interpreted liberally. For example, the statement analysis, statement deletion,

and return statement replacement operators a�ect the entire statement, not just an expression.

ST-WEAK/1 (STatement-WEAK/1) mutation compares the states after the �rst execution of

the mutated statement. Thus, to kill a mutant that changes an assignment statement, the left-

hand side variable must be assigned a di�erent value, and to kill a mutant that changes a control

ow statement, the program counter must be di�erent. The handling of the statement analysis,

statement deletion, and return statement replacement operators is identical under EX-WEAK/1 and

ST-WEAK/1 mutation.

A basic block is a maximal sequence of instructions with a single entry and single exit. BB-WEAK/1

(Basic-Block-WEAK/1 execution) mutation requires the states to be compared at the end of the

�rst execution of the basic block that contains the mutated statement. For this variant, we found

that there were many mutations within loops that could not be killed on the �rst iteration. This

led us to extend the BB-WEAK/1 variant to allow multiple executions of the mutated statement.

BB-WEAK/N (Basic-Block-WEAK/N execution) mutation compares the states after each execution

of the basic block. Execution is halted and the mutant is killed when either an incorrect state is

found or when the basic block is executed more times than it was executed in the original program.

Figure 1 illustrates the comparison points of the four variants. The mutation shown is an

arithmetic operator replacement that has substituted a plus for a multiplication. Under EX-WEAK/1,

we compare the values of the expression (Z � Z) and (Z + Z), whereas ST-WEAK/1 compares the

values of X after the statement is executed. Under BB-WEAK/1, we compare the program state at

the end of the basic block indicated; under BB-WEAK/N, we compare at that point every time it is

reached.
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Figure 1: State Comparison Points

2.2 Portion of the State Compared

The third characteristic for weak mutation, other than program component and number of compo-

nent executions, is the portion of the program state that is compared. Strong mutation compares

only the output of a program; weak mutation compares intermediate states. The intermediate

state used by Leonardo includes the entire variable space, the program counter, and the top of the

expression stack for the post�x language interpretation. It is not always necessary to consider the

entire state when comparing component outcomes; the portion of the state that may be a�ected

depends on the mutation and the variant of weak mutation. For EX-WEAK/1, most mutations a�ect

only the value of an expression; for these, we compare only the top item of the expression stack.

For ST-WEAK/1, the left-hand side of assignment statements are compared, or the program counter

if the mutation is in a decision statement. For BB-WEAK/1 and BB-WEAK/N, we compare the entire

variable space and program counter.

2.3 Equivalent Mutants Under Weak Mutation

The most time-consuming part of our experiments was determining the equivalent mutants for

the programs. Unfortunately, the set of equivalent mutants of a program is di�erent for each

mutation variant. Although in some cases the equivalent mutants for one variant form a subset of

the equivalent mutants for other variants, this is not always the case.

For example, if a mutant can be killed by some test case under STRONG, it can compute an
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incorrect state at the end of at least one execution of a basic block, so it can also be killed under

BB-WEAK/N. If a mutant cannot be killed, then it is equivalent, so the contrapositive is if a mutant

is equivalent under BB-WEAK/N, it is also equivalent under STRONG. This means that the set of

BB-WEAK/N equivalent mutants is a subset of the STRONG equivalent mutants. Conversely, a mutant's

incorrect intermediate state may converge to a correct �nal state after the execution of the mutated

basic block, so there can be mutants that are STRONG equivalent that are not BB-WEAK/N equivalent.

These statements can be formalized by calling a mutant that can be killed by some test case

vulnerable, and expressing the fact that a mutant m is vulnerable under variant n as V (m;n). So,

V (m;Strong) =) V (m;BB�WEAK=N), and the contrapositive is :V (m;BB�WEAK=N) =)

:V (m;Strong). This is equivalent to E(m;BB �WEAK=N) =) E(m;Strong).

Since some mutants cannot cause an incorrect state on their �rst iteration in a loop, there are

mutants that are equivalent under BB-WEAK/1 but not STRONG. Similarly, there are mutants that

are equivalent under ST-WEAK/1 and EX-WEAK/1 that are not equivalent under STRONG. Thus, the

set of equivalent mutants for BB-WEAK/1, ST-WEAK/1, and EX-WEAK/1 are di�erent from BB-WEAK/N

and STRONG.

2.4 Implementation Notes

To perform weak mutation, the intermediate states of the original program must be saved for

each execution of each program component. Since the state contains the entire variable space and

additional components, the amount of saved information may be relatively large. To limit the

memory space required, Leonardo saves the original state for only one program component at a

time. Thus, to execute a mutant, Leonardo �rst determines the program component being mutated,

and executes the original program. As the original program is executed, the state of the program

is saved after each execution of the mutated component. Finally Leonardo executes the mutant

program, and compares the appropriate program states.

If the entire original program must be executed to record the intermediate states every time

a mutant is executed most of the speed advantage of weak mutation will be lost. To reduce this

loss, Leonardo executes mutants in order of their comparison points (i.e., the end of the mutated

program component). The original program is �rst executed to a given comparison point, and then

all mutants with that comparison point are executed. After these mutants are executed, Leonardo

executes the original program to the next comparison point. By doing this, the original program

only needs to be executed once for a group of mutants instead of once for each mutant. The number

of mutants sharing a comparison point varies as the level of weak mutation changes. With EX-WEAK,

there may be several comparison points for a single statement and only a few mutants may share a

comparison point. With BB-WEAK mutation, there may be many mutants that share a comparison

point and the execution time for the original becomes negligible. On the other hand, the amount

of state to be compared is signi�cantly less for EX-WEAK than BB-WEAK.
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3 EXPERIMENTATION WITH WEAK MUTATION

If we execute the same test data on a weak and strong mutation system, WMS will usually be at

least as high as SMS (WMS would always be at least as high as SMS if there were no equivalent

mutants). This higher weak mutation score does not mean the test data is better, but that the

measurement is weaker; thus using weak mutation to create test data that scores 100% may not

test the software as e�ectively as strong mutation. On the other hand, weak mutation is less

costly than strong mutation. This is a clear tradeo� of e�ectiveness versus e�ciency and this

section describes two experiments that evaluate this tradeo�. In the �rst experiment, we compared

each of the weak mutation variants described above against strong mutation. We generated 10

separate 100% adequate test data sets for each weak mutation variant, and computed the strong

mutation score for those test data sets. Using the Mothra system as an experimental platform for

these experiments makes the mutation scores directly comparable. In the second experiment, we

generated sets of test data that were less than mutation-adequate. The same test data sets were

measured for adequacy against all four weak mutation variants, as well as strong mutation. The

mutant execution times were also compared in terms of the number of source program statements

executed. For both experiments, test data sets were generated automatically using Godzilla [7]

and, when necessary, augmented by hand. The programs were run on a Sun SPARCstation SLC

running SunOS version 4.1.

3.1 Experimental Programs

These experiments were performed with eleven subroutines. This study involved a signi�cant

amount of hand-analysis (e.g., determining equivalent mutants), which would be di�cult for larger,

integrated subsystems. These routines were chosen to cover a fairly broad class of applications, and

in addition, several have been studied elsewhere, which makes this study comparable with earlier

studies. Table 1 lists the programs along with a brief description, the number of executable Fortran

lines, and the number of mutants generated. The source for these programs are given in Lee's thesis

[18]. Four of the 11 programs do not contain loops (MID, QUAD, TRITYP, and TRISMALL); for

these BB-WEAK/1 is equivalent to BB-WEAK/N. Table 2 gives the number of equivalent mutants

for each program and each mutation variant.

3.2 Experiment 1

In our �rst experiment, we generated test sets that were 100% mutation-adequate for each variant,

and then computed the mutation scores on strong mutation. To eliminate any bias introduced by

a particular test case set, we generated 10 separate test sets for each program for each variant.

Godzilla generates many redundant test sets, so we automatically eliminated all test cases that

did not (weakly) kill at least one mutant. For example, Godzilla generates over 400 test cases for
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Program Description Statements Mutants

BUB Bubble sort on an integer
array.

11 338

CAL Finds the number of days be-
tween any two given dates of
the same year.

29 3009

EUCLID Euclid's greatest common di-
visor algorithm.

11 195

FIND Partitions an array so that ev-
ery element to the left of a key
position is less than or equal
to the key and every element
to the right is greater than or
equal to the key.

28 1022

INSERT Sorts an array of integers using
insertion sort.

14 460

MID Returns the middle value of
three integers.

16 183

PAT Returns the starting position
of a pattern if it is in the
subject.

17 513

QUAD Finds the root(s) of a
quadratic equation.

10 359

TRISMALL Classi�es a triangle as equi-
lateral, isosceles, scalene, or
illegal.

13 544

TRITYP Larger version of TRISMALL 28 951
WARSHALL Calculates the transitive clo-

sure of a Boolean matrix.
11 305

Table 1: Experimental Program Descriptions

TRITYP; after reduction, there were an average of 23.5 test cases for EX-WEAK/1, 43 for ST-WEAK/1

and 43.1 for BB-WEAK/1.

The strong mutation scores for the four weak mutation test sets are shown in Figure 2. Each

point represents the average strong mutation score of the 10 sets of test data generated for that

routine and that weak mutation variant. The standard deviation of the mutation scores was less

than two in all cases [18]. Since MID, QUAD, TRISMALL, and TRITYP have no loops, BB-WEAK/N

is equivalent to BB-WEAK/1 and we show no scores for BB-WEAK/N. Since the purpose of Figure 2

is to compare the relative di�erences of the program's scores for each weak mutation variant, we

scaled the scores for PAT by adding .875 of the di�erence between the actual scores and 100 so that

all programs could be shown together. PAT's actual scores were 64%, 85.5%, 86%, and 92.5%.

The most interesting aspect of this graph is that the strong mutation score for the BB-WEAK/N

test data sets were lower than those for ST-WEAK/1 and BB-WEAK/1. Our intuition was that since
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Program Mutants EX-WEAK/1 ST-WEAK/1 BB-WEAK/1 BB-WEAK/N STRONG

BUB 338 32 42 42 28 34
CAL 3009 111 117 117 117 188
EUCLID 195 25 29 29 21 24
FIND 1022 79 106 106 58 75
INSERT 460 47 65 65 41 35
MID 183 3 3 3 3 13
PAT 513 71 106 106 38 47
QUAD 359 18 20 20 20 31
TRISMALL 544 51 53 53 53 97
TRITYP 951 93 101 101 101 109
WARSHALL 305 43 49 49 23 23

Table 2: Number of Equivalent Mutants

BB-WEAK/N forces the incorrect state to be closer to the end of the program's execution (where

the strong mutation score is computed), the test data generated to satisfy BB-WEAK/N would be

stronger under strong mutation than those generated for ST-WEAK/1 and BB-WEAK/1. For most of

our programs, just the opposite is true. This seems to be because both ST-WEAK/1 and BB-WEAK/1

mutation require the test case to cause an incorrect intermediate state the �rst time the mutated

statement is executed. BB-WEAK/N only requires the test case to cause an incorrect intermediate

state on any execution of the mutated statement. Causing an incorrect state the �rst time is a

more stringent requirement and often requires a stronger (and usually larger) test case set.

Aside from PAT, weak mutation shows the worst performance for TRITYP, with strong muta-

tion scores around 95%. Recall that weak mutation includes the program counter in state compar-

isons while strong mutation compares only the output values. When the TRITYP BB-WEAK/1

test sets were executed for strong mutation, a state di�erence existed at the end of execution for all

mutants for at least one test case in each of the test sets. TRITYP contains three exit points for

an \illegal" triangle. Therefore, a mutant may be weakly killed because it terminated at a di�erent

exit point even though it produced the correct output. This illustrates one of the weaknesses of

weak mutation { all of the program state used in state comparison may not be relevant to the

output. It also illustrates another observation { robust software is more di�cult to test than fragile

software.

The test case strength seems to be principally reected in the number of test cases generated.

In Figure 3, we graph the number of test cases needed to reach 100% coverage for each of our weak

mutation variants. As in Figure 2, the numbers for ST-WEAK/1 and BB-WEAK/1 scores are higher

than the numbers for EX-WEAK/1 and BB-WEAK/N for most of the programs. This may indicate that

the dominating factor in the strength of the test set is the number of test cases. The only routine

for which BB-WEAK/N was more e�ective is PAT, which is also the only program that required more

test cases for BB-WEAK/N. PAT seems to stand out primarily in that it has a larger percentage

of mutants that are equivalent under BB-WEAK/1 mutation yet killable under BB-WEAK/N mutation
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Figure 2: Weak Mutation Variant Comparisons

(mutants that could not be killed after the �rst execution).

3.3 Experiment 2

In addition to comparing each weak mutation variant with strong mutation, we wanted to compare

each variant directly with the other variants. To do this, we generated 10 separate sets of test

cases for each program and ran these test sets against each weak mutation variant as well as strong

mutation. These test case sets were not generated to be 100% adequate under any mutation variant;

rather, we intentionally tried to keep the mutation scores below 90% for ST-WEAK/1 to emphasize

di�erences among the mutation variants. A histogram showing the average scores of the 10 test

case sets for each program is shown in Figure 4. For each program, the mutation score for the four

weak variants and for strong mutation is shown. Since MID, QUAD, TRISMALL, and TRITYP

contain no loops, their BB-WEAK/N scores are the same as their BB-WEAK/1 scores. Underneath each

program is the average number of test cases in the 10 test case sets.

It seems natural to expect the scores to steadily decrease from left to right for each program.

Again, this is true only for the routine PAT; the other routines with loops have a higher mutation

score for BB-WEAK/N, indicating that BB-WEAK/N often provides a weaker measure of the test case

set. At �rst examination, the programs TRISMALL and MID may look anomalous in Figure 4,

because the scores for strong mutation are higher. This is not because more mutants were killed
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Figure 3: Weak Mutation Test Case Count Comparisons

under strong mutation, but because there were more equivalent mutants under strong mutation.

For example, assume there are 100 mutants for a program, 20 are equivalent under strong mutation,

and 10 are equivalent under BB-WEAK/N. If a test case set killed 70 mutants under both variants,

then the strong mutation score would be 70/(100-20) = .875, and the BB-WEAK/N score would be

70/(100-10) = .78.

Figure 5 charts the number of Fortran statements executed during weak interpretation as a

percentage of the statements executed during strong mutation. This is a direct comparison, since

we used the same intermediate code and the same interpreter for strong and weak mutation. By

only measuring the statements executed, we are factoring out the overhead involved in a mutation

test (setting up the test case values, applying the mutations, etc.). These factors depend on the

design of the mutation system, not the technique itself. In Mothra, under strong mutation, this

overhead accounts for 80 to 90% of the execution time; with certain modi�cations made during

implementation of Leonardo, this overhead was reduced to less than 20%.

Figure 5 shows that a signi�cant savings in execution can be achieved, even in the BB-WEAK/N

case. It also indicates that BB-WEAK/N is not always signi�cantly more expensive than BB-WEAK/1.
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Figure 4: Weak Mutation Variant Comparisons

4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this paper, we presented results from an implementation of a weak mutation system, Leonardo.

Leonardo is an execution-based mutation system, meaning that it executes each mutant separately.

This, and the fact that Leonardo is derived from Mothra, allows us to consider all 22 mutation

operators that Mothra uses. Additionally, its dynamic nature allowed us to de�ne four variants of

weak mutation, extending from the innermost expression to the enclosing basic block.

When we began this work, we expected that BB-WEAK/N weak mutation testing would provide

the best test sets, but might be so expensive that ST-WEAK/1 or BB-WEAK/1 would be more cost

e�ective. In other words, we expected some sort of cost/strength tradeo�. Surprisingly, these

experiments suggest the opposite, that weak mutation is often more powerful when applied to

small components such as ST-WEAK/1 or BB-WEAK/1 than large components such as BB-WEAK/N.

Unfortunately, not only is this sometimes false (PAT being our exception), but we see no way to

characterize which programs would be better tested using BB-WEAK/N. Another, not surprising,

result is that the relationships between the weak and strong mutation scores di�ered greatly among

the programs. Thus, our goal of �nding a formula that will translate weak mutation scores to

strong mutation scores is not realizable.

These experiments indicate that weak mutation is a viable alternative to strong mutation,
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Figure 5: Weak Mutation Execution Time Comparisons

agreeing with the probabilistic results of Horgan and Mathur [11] and the experimental results

of Girgis and Woodward [9] and Marick [19]. Based on these results, we recommend that weak

mutation be used as a cost-e�ective alternative to strong mutation for unit testing of non-critical

applications. We also recommend that weak mutation be applied using statement components or

basic block components (ST-WEAK/1 or BB-WEAK/1) rather than expression components (EX-

WEAK/1). Note that Girgis and Woodward [9] used expression level components, and Marick [19]

used expression level components. Since ST-WEAK/1mutation is easier to implement, is faster during

comparison, and almost as e�ective as BB-WEAK/1mutation, we recommend applying weak mutation

by comparing program states immediately after the �rst execution of the mutated statement.

For critical applications, however, strong mutation or a combination of the two is probably

worthwhile. One strategy for combining weak and strong mutation is to generate a test set that

provides 100% coverage for ST-WEAK/1 weak mutation, and then identify the mutants that are

equivalent under ST-WEAK/1 and are in loops. These cannot be killed on the �rst iteration, but

may be killable under strong mutation. Then we use strong mutation to try to kill them. Targeting

these mutants can help increase the e�ectiveness of the test with much less cost than only using

strong mutation.

Obviously, our results are based on unit testing of single subroutines, and it is not clear whether

weak mutation would be as e�ective if applied to larger scale software. There are intuitive arguments

in both directions. On the one hand, a larger program provides more opportunity for the incorrect
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state of the mutant program to correct itself. Thus, any individual mutated statement has a smaller

relative impact on the �nal state of the program. On the other hand, a larger program provides

more opportunity for the mutated statement to expand its e�ect on the �nal program state. This

question can probably only be answered empirically.

5 FUTURE WORK

There are several potential extensions of this work. The split-stream approach discussed in section

2 could signi�cantly improve the execution savings. This approach also could be used in a strong

mutation system, but has not been implemented because of the cost and complexity of saving the

many states of the test program. We can measure the improvement by counting the number of

program statements executed.

If there are V data items and R data references in the program, there are approximately

V � R mutants [28]. Strong mutation executes each mutant to completion, which, if there are N

statements, requires O(V � R �N) statements to be executed. Since weak mutation executes, on

average, half the statements, its complexity is O((V �R �N)=2). Split-stream execution would also

execute half the statements on average, so its complexity is also O((V �R �N)=2). Combining the

two, however, allows us to reduces the number of statements executed per mutant to 1, giving a

combined and reduced complexity of only O(V �R).

One could also imagine many more than the four variants that Leonardo uses for state com-

parison. For example, an interval analysis could be done and the states could be compared after

each interval, or we could compare the program states after executing strongly connected regions in

the control ow graph. Although one of these may be slightly more e�ective than the components

that Leonardo uses, we doubt that the results would di�er signi�cantly from comparing the states

after basic blocks. Also, ST-WEAK/1 could be extended to compare states after N executions of the

statement (ST-WEAK/N), but since ST-WEAK/1 di�ers only slightly from BB-WEAK/1, we expect that

ST-WEAK/N would be similar to BB-WEAK/N.

At some level, weak mutation can be viewed as a way to improve the e�ciency of a relatively

expensive testing technique, mutation testing. Thus, it is probably worthwhile to put weakmutation

in the broader context of other attempts to improve the e�ciency. Mathur et al. [3, 17, 16, 21]

have looked at ways of parallelizing mutation, with some success. We have recently implemented a

version of Mothra on the hypercube that is interpretive and directly comparable to Mothra [27], as

opposed to PMothra [3], which relies on separate compilation of each mutant. In addition, Krauser

[5] has suggested a way to improve the performance of mutation systems by applying mutations to

compiled executable code, rather than an interpreted intermediate code such as Mothra's. Untch

et al. [30] have been working on a technique for using program schemas to implement mutation

systems in a way that should achieve speeds that approach that of a compiler-based system, without
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the expense of separately compiling each mutant. Finally, we are experimenting with a reduction

technique called selective mutation [28, 26] that reduces the number of mutants needed by large

amounts. Although these techniques have the potential of achieving orders of magnitude speedup,

weak mutation could also be applied with any of these techniques to further increase the e�ciency

of mutation systems.
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